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How “exhaustivity” is computed in visual scenes?
•

Two mental representations of exhaustivity?

In language and cognition, universal quantifiers like “Every”, “All” and “Each” support the representation

In studying exhaustivity in visual scenes, we were guided by the hypothesis that two distinct types of exhaustivity may be represented by the

•

human mind (Knowlton et al., under review; Vendler ,1962; Dowty ,1987).

that a property applies to a diversity of objects exhaustively (that is, with no exceptions).
•

In reasoning, we can grasp exhaustivity across infinitely many objects beyond the here and now But, in

•

The representation of collective-exhaustivity, expressed by “All”, captures exhaustivity as a logical property of the members of a set or a group.

every day life, we can also recognize exhaustivity in our present visual experiences. How does vision

•

The representation of individual-exhaustivity, expressed by “Each”, frames exhaustivity as logical property distributed across individuals that are

contribute to the detection of such an abstract property?

not necessarily related.

“EVERY natural number has a successor.”

Individual-exhaustivity

Collective-exhaustivity

“ALL of the apples are green.”

“All the children are playing together.”

“Each child is playing alone.”

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …

Experiment 1a: exhaustive chasing.
•

In a MOT design, participants were asked to describe animated movies of chasing, a goal-directed action that is robustly perceived (Gao et al., 2009) from early in life (Frankenhuis et al., 2012; Yin and Csibra, 2015). We had two types of chasing. In collective-chasing,
the agents were after the same target. In individual-chasing, the agents were after distinct targets. In either type, the agents take part in chasing with no exceptions. Across six conditions, we varied the number of agents: there could be 3, 5, or 11 chasers..

•

We predicted that if participants perceive collective-chasing as a group-action and notice its exhaustivity, they may describe it with “All”, and, if individual chasing is perceived instead as multiple individual-actions; participants may report its exhaustivity with “Each”.
Most importantly, the exhaustivity of the two types of actions might be computed differently. If the exhaustivity of individual-chasing is computed across multiple individual actions, it may become harder to notice as the number of agents exceeds the limit of multiple
objects tracking (about 4 items; Scholl, 2001; Feigenson et al., 2004). In contrast, if collective-exhaustivity is computed as a property of an ENSEMBLE action (Alvarez, 2011), it may be similarly detectable for few or many agents.

•

Our predictions were borne out, suggesting that two different computations might be used for detecting exhaustivity in visual scenes. The exhaustivity of individual chasing may be computed across multiple representations of individual events, while the exhaustivity
of collective chasing may be computed based on an ensemble representation. Furthermore, the output of the two computations of exhaustivity in visual scenes was mapped onto two distinct linguistic quantifiers, “Each” and “All”; corroborating the hypothesis that
the two words might express distinct logical notions: collective-exhaustivity and individual-exhaustivity.
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Experiment 1b: exhaustive pointing.
•

In an online follow up experiment, we asked whether the pattern of results of Experiment 1a reflects the higher spatial dispersion of the agents in the individual-chasing movies. Participants were asked to describe a different type of intentional action,
pointing (Gao et al., 2010), where the dispersion between agents was equalized between collective and individual actions.

•

The pattern of results of Experiment 1a was replicated also when we looked only at the first trial. This finding confirms that the exhaustivity in visual scenes may be computed in different ways for collective and individual actions. Furthermore, the first
trial analysis shows that the contrast between collective and individual chasing was not required for the detection of collective- and individual-exhaustivity, and their mapping to two distinct linguistic quantifiers.
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Experiment 2: the computations of exhaustivity in visual scenes and the the ontogenesis of universal quantification.

Learning
quantifiers words

?

• The presence of two distinct ways of computing exhaustivity in visual scenes rises outstanding questions about the ontogenesis of universal quantification. What is the developmental
process that lead a child to demonstrate the capacity of “universal thoughts”? (Brooks and Braine, 1996) It is possible that the capacity of detecting exhaustivity in visual scenes
presupposes the mastery of words like “all” and “each”. Alternatively, the capacity to detect collective or individual exhaustivity might predate the vocabulary for universal
quantification, and play a role in its acquisition.

Exhaustivity
in visual scene

• We began to address this foundational question by studying 10-month-old infants’ representations of exhaustive-collective chasing and exhaustive-individual chasing. In a between
subjects visual habituation procedure, in infants (N = 48, Mage = 9.29 months) were presented with several animated movies displaying continuous chasing events involving three
chevrons and three balls. Each infant was habituated to either collective or distributed exhaustive actions and was tested with either the same type of action or the other one (4 groups,
12 participants each).

• We found that infants who were habituated to exhaustive-collective actions dis-habituated to exhaustive-individual actions, and vice versa. Thus, the infants encoded representations of collective and individual chasing that were different one another. Just
like adults, infants might have relied on two distinct computations of collective- or individual-exhaustivity in visual scenes. However, fully supporting this hypothesis will require future work (see below).
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Future directions
We are seeking the signature of the two computations of exhaustivity, found in adults, in the infants representations of collective and individual chasing. If, similarly to adults, infants compute the exhaustivity of the two type of chasing, then they might have troubles
encoding exhaustive-individual chasing with more than five agents, but not exhaustive-collective chasing with as many agents. We are currently running experiments to test this prediction.
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